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Living on
DESIGN

WATER

By Marina Kay

There’s something about being by the water: that infinite ocean holding your gaze; the sound of a rushing stream, evoking a sense of calm. “Water is 
an ever-changing visual canvas, absorbing and reflecting all shades of color and able to transform from planar to sculptural in a moment,” writes James 
Taylor-Foster in Living on Water (Phaidon). “it is, in other words, mercurial; it can behave with sudden volatility as swiftly as it can become serene and still.” 
With this in mind, we’ve gathered a selection of private residences that show off a variety of architectural styles built to converse with the main attraction—
water. 

POLE HOUSE
Pole House, located on australia’s Great Ocean road, is positioned atop 

a forty-two-foot (thirteen-meter) column protruding from a sloping hillside 
stretching down toward a beach. a bridge connects the house to the land, 
passing over a canopy of trees. 

EXBURY EGG
Sited on the Beaulieu river in the new Forest, UK, the Exbury Egg is a 

floating residence designed to have minimal impact on its environment. Built 
by a local boat builder, the egg harbours an interior with living area fitted 
with just a hammock, a desk, a small stove, and an oval-shaped skylight for 
viewing the sky.
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CLIFF HOUSE
Located in Chowara, Kerala, india, the 

Cliff House has a panoramic view across the 
arabian Sea. The property is surrounded by 
a dense coconut plantation and was built to 
usher in the warm breezes that flow in from 
across the sea. 
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WHITE CAVE HOUSE
The roof of the White Cave House, 

located in Kanazawa, Japan, is “defined 
by an expansive,shallow reflecting pool. 
This body of water serves to provide two 
functions: reflecting the changing colors 
and movements of the sky… and creating 
a cool and pleasant space for spending 
summer afternoons.”

DOMUS AUREA
The Domus aurea (House of Gold) 

in Monterrey, Mexico, is designed 
as an homage to Luis Barragán, the 
late Mexican architect who has come 
to symbolize aspects of the nation’s 
architectural character. it is colored a 
pristine white with the grand statement 
of a single golden surface.


